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Key Understandings
•There is a difference between Creativity and 

Originality

•Authentic Assessments help to ensure highest 
possible understanding of student application and 
knowledge

•There is a difference between Evaluation and 
Assessment.  Assessment = measuring growth.  
Evaluation = judging work.  

•Equitable and Equal Assessments are not the same 
thing. Equitable assessments measure the selected 
content with aligned tools.  Equal assessments use 
the same tools for all content standards taught.
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Assessing Creativity?



IDEA STATEMENT

Key Features

1. Aligned to the standard
2. True representation of 

student work and 
understanding

3. Deeply explores the 
concepts learned

Why Use Authentic Assessments?
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Authentic Assessments offer 
DIRECT EVIDENCE of 
application and construction 
of knowledge.



IDEA STATEMENT

Key Features

1. Aligned to the standard
2. True representation of 

student work and 
understanding

3. Deeply explores the 
concepts learned

What Makes Assessments Authentic?
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Steps to writing an Authentic Assessment:

1.Provide clarity and specificity within the assessment 
document for both teachers AND students.

2.Use VERBS.  Describe, Perform, Create, Identify are 
words that can begin your task statements.

3.Match the cognitive demand to the standard(s) 
selected.  Identify, Apply, Synthesize, Evaluate, 
Create are all levels of cognitive demand.  Be sure 
that they align to the demand stated in your 
standard.



MOVEMENT 1
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Types of Assessments



ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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Portfolios provide opportunities to:

1.CURATE

2.REFLECT

3.RESPOND



ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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RUBRICS

1.Provides equitable assessment 
options

2.Brings clarity and specificity to 
the task and expected outcome

3.Enables an authentic match to 
multiple cognitive domains



ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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All of these rubrics can be 
found in the book STEAM 
Point, available through 

Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/STEAM-Point-Integrating-Engineering-Mathematics/dp/1481165739/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1386335688&sr=8-1&keywords=steam+point
http://www.amazon.com/STEAM-Point-Integrating-Engineering-Mathematics/dp/1481165739/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1386335688&sr=8-1&keywords=steam+point


ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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Student Self-Assessment



ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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Student 
Peer Review

All of these rubrics can be 
found in the book STEAM 
Point, available through 

Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/STEAM-Point-Integrating-Engineering-Mathematics/dp/1481165739/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1386335688&sr=8-1&keywords=steam+point
http://www.amazon.com/STEAM-Point-Integrating-Engineering-Mathematics/dp/1481165739/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1386335688&sr=8-1&keywords=steam+point


ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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ASSESSMENT STRATEGY IDEAS
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MOVEMENT 2
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Aligned to Core Assessments



SMARTER BALANCED MATH EXAMPLE -  GRADE 3
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Key Takeaways When Aligning to Smarter Balanced

1. What CLAIMS about the content are you making? These are your 
objectives which align to the standards. 

Arts example: Students can use and manipulate appropriate arts 
tools and media with precision and accuracy.

2. What EVIDENCE will be produced to show the level of 
achievement towards that claim?

Arts example: The Level 1 student can minimally demonstrate the 
use of appropriate arts media and lacks precision and accuracy 
when manipulating these tools.  

The Level 4 student can use and manipulate appropriate arts tools 
and media with attention to detail, and demonstrate a high-level of 
accuracy.



PARCC ELA EXAMPLE -  GRADE 5
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ASSESSMENT ALIGNMENT MAP
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ASSESSMENT ALIGNMENT MAP
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We have an Authentic Assessment Online Graduate-Level course at EducationCloset University.  Earn 
2 graduate credits or 80 CPU hours for this 5-week course.  You’ll develop a set of assessments that 
you can use in your classes immediately. Visit http://classes.educationcloset.com to register.

FINALE
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Interested in More?

http://classes.educationcloset.com
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We invite you to view these sources for more information about assessments:

Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers: http://www.parcconline.org/

Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium: http://www.smarterbalanced.org/

Authentic Assessment Toolbox: http://jfmueller.faculty.noctrl.edu/toolbox/

UW Stout Authentic Assessment Resources: http://www.uwstout.edu/soe/profdev/assess.cfm

Edutopia’s Schools that Work: http://www.edutopia.org/stw-assessment-school-of-the-future-
introduction-video

Grant Wiggins’ Authentic Education: http://www.authenticeducation.org/

Visit us at http://EducationCloset.com for daily articles, resources, and classes!
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